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5.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Goderich Port Management Corporation (GPMC), on behalf of the town of Goderich, has initiated a study 
under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to investigate the potential expansion of wharf facilities 
at the Goderich Harbour as described in the Terms of Reference, including improvements to North 
Harbour Road.  The proposed wharf expansion is multi-purpose and includes: 
 

• provision of additional loading/unloading space for ships; 

• provision of additional storage space of salt as well as other commodities; 

• wave protection as Goderich harbour is located on the windward side of Lake Huron, and the 
outer harbour requires better protection from wave action; and, 

• possible improvements to North Harbour Road, including the intersection with Highway 21, if 
identified as necessary.  
 

A number of “alternatives to” and “alternative methods” for the project were assessed and evaluated. 
Following the evaluation of alternatives, the twin-slip option was identified as the technically preferred 
design for the wharf expansion.  The twin-slip option best addresses the problem/opportunity statement in 
addition to minimizing potential environmental impacts of the wharf expansion.  There were no major 
improvements to North Harbour Road identified during the EA study.  

5.1 Description of the Undertaking 
The twin-slip option will create an expanded wharf that will increase available storage space and provide 
additional loading/unloading spaces for ships.  Located in the northern portion of the outer harbour, the 
twin-slip option allows for two additional docking spaces along the expanded wharf and a usable storage 
space of 6.3 ha.  The total lakebed footprint of the preferred design option is 7.69 ha.  This design option 
maintains the existing Dock 7, with two additional docking spaces located along the southern extent of 
the expanded wharf.  
 
Construction of the twin-slip option will require approximately 1.3 million tonnes of fill, with an 
estimated capital cost of between $30 to 38 million dollars.  

5.1.1 Location 
The location of the proposed wharf expansion is in the northern portion of the outer harbour. Figure 5-1 
shows the location of the proposed expanded wharf. 

5.1.2 Layout/Design 
The proposed wharf, as shown in Figure 5-2, is bounded to the north and west by the riverwall and north 
breakwater.  Continuous cells of steel sheet piles; sheet piles supported by deadman anchors; or concrete 
caissons could form the eastern portion of the expanded wharf and dockwall.  A series of bollards at the 
edge of the new dockwall will allow ships to moor.  The west end will feature steel sheet pile cells which 
will also serve as mooring dolphins and will be connected to the wharf by interconnecting foot bridges. 
The surface of the wharf will be paved with asphalt and will have a travel path around the perimeter of the 
wharf to permit movement of loaders and vehicles.  
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FIGURE 5-1.  LOCATION OF PROPOSED EXPANDED WHARF.
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FIGURE 5-2.  PROPOSED TWIN-SLIP DESIGN FOR EXPANDED WHARF (SOURCE: GEORGIAN GREAT LAKES 
INTERNATIONAL MARINE TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTRE). 
 
While all three options for the dock design listed above may still be possible, the design team has 
identified the continuous cells of sheet piles as being the most practical at this site because of soil 
conditions.  Geotechnical boreholes and reports have identified very hard glacial till with very little softer 
material above it.  This would make it difficult to penetrate with cantilevered sheet pile walls and it would 
be difficult to dredge level for the placement of concrete caissons.  The suggested design of continuous 
cells of sheet piles are self-supporting structures where the individual sheets can be driven to the level of 
the hard glacial till and form-fit the hard till surface without excavation.  The other options may still be 
proposed and designed by contractors if they can meet the design parameters and environmental 
conditions. 

5.1.3 Construction Methods and Materials 
Standard infill methods and materials will be employed in the construction of the expanded wharf.  While 
the proponent has control over the final product of the project, the means and methods of construction are 
usually under the control of the contractor hired to do the construction.  All methods must meet all 
applicable laws of the jurisdictions within which the project is located.  As the proponent, GPMC has 
some control at the time of writing the specification for the project that the contractor will be required to 
abide by.  Such specifications will be written to define the level of conformance with the conditions set 
out in the approvals or as prescribed in the Environmental Assessment.   
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Each contractor submitting a proposal will have different resources available for completing the project.  
For example, one contractor may have access to finer fill materials and will require more filtration 
substrate or even liner fabric on the containment berm.  Another contractor may propose coarser fill 
material that requires less effort and cost to successfully contain the fill.  Both options may satisfy the 
requirements for the end product and both options must meet all conditions for containment of sediments 
and water quality.  For this reason, the exact means and methods of construction will not be known until 
after a contract for construction is negotiated and signed.  The following represents the approaches most 
likely to be utilized for construction.  
 
The infilling method involves constructing a berm of stone material around the perimeter of the site where 
a perimeter does not already exist, i.e., the south side of the expanded wharf.  Existing structures, such as 
the rock riverwall and north breakwater, define the northern and western edges of the infill area.  A rock 
berm will also be constructed to close the gap between the river wall and the north breakwater. 
 
The proposed perimeter berm would be used as a method to prevent sediment or turbidity outside of the 
project area during infill construction.  Past construction activities have shown that turbidity curtains are 
unable to be maintained because of wind, waves and currents.  Construction in the dry is impractical for 
this project because of the length of perimeter, depth of water and permeable nature of the proposed fills. 
Infiltration of water would be of such a large volume that dewatering efforts would have significant 
impacts to water quality in the area.  
 
The perimeter rock berms will be created of stones large enough to resist short-term erosion during 
construction.  The outside of the berm will be covered in large armour stones to protect against long-term 
erosion.  The interior slope will be covered in decreasing sizes of stone to serve as a filter for the infill 
material.  The armour stones would be considered to be unconfined fill and would meet the criteria of the 
Fill Quality Guidelines and Best Management Practices for Shore Infilling in Ontario (MOE March, 
2011).  Typically, the most economical material that is suitable for this application has come from 
limestone quarries near Owen Sound. 
 
The easternmost section of the southern perimeter will be defined by a vertical dock.  Design of the 
vertical dock employs caissons constructed of concrete or steel piling, founded on the very hard glacial 
till at the site.  Conventional concrete dock edge and mooring bollards, suitable for ships, will be 
constructed on this structure above the water level.  Construction activities may include pile driving and 
localized dredging in the wet, without dewatering. 
 
Once the perimeter is constructed, it will effectively create a pond of water cut off from the lake and the rest 
of the harbour.  This temporary pond will be the area to receive infill materials.  The infill materials will be a 
wide range of granular materials, much of which may be sourced locally.  Some gravel screenings will come 
from regional quarries.  There may also be opportunities to use maintenance dredge sands, from waters 
adjacent to the site, as infill.  These materials will be considered to be confined fill meeting the requirements 
of the Fill Quality Guidelines and Best Management Practices for Shore Infilling in Ontario (MOE March, 
2011).  Prior to commencing the infilling operation a fish salvage will be undertaken using a variety of 
techniques: gill netting; electrofishing; scare tactics; etc.  Water will be displaced through the stone berm as 
infill material is put into place.  The filter materials on the inside slope will retain the granular fill.  When 
the infill material is above the water-level, conventional compaction techniques will be used.  The top 0.6 m 
will use structural gravel and will be covered with a surface level of asphalt.  
 
An alternative fill method, other than filling within an enclosed perimeter berm, is the use of clear stone 
fill.  The clear stone would be almost free of fine materials that might lead to sediments or turbidity 
outside of the project site.  The previously described methods represent the methodology most likely to be 
used by most contractors submitting proposals.  Should the need arise for an alternative method of 
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infilling, not foreseen by the study team, the methodology will be discussed with relevant agencies prior 
to construction. 
 
While it is expected that the construction of a containment berm, followed by infill by truck or ship will 
be the method most preferred by contractors, there is a chance that the alternative of clear stone fill may 
be most suitable for some construction companies, depending on their resources.  For example, a 
contractor with a steady source of clear stone and a practical procedure to contain any turbidity may find 
this method allows for better production concurrent with the construction of the wharf edge and berm, 
despite using a higher priced material.  The result may be a lower production cost and shorter construction 
time while still meeting the environmental criteria for water quality. 
 
Placement of the infill materials will be made by end-dumping trucks working from the east towards the 
west.  Equipment will level and compact the materials as work progresses westward.  There may be an 
opportunity for some ship-borne material to be placed by self-unloading vessel.  In this case, a vessel may 
moor along the north breakwater or the new mooring dolphins and unload into the contained basin. 
 
Compaction of fill materials above water level will be completed in lifts by conventional methods of self-
propelled compaction rollers.  This method is similar to conventional road-building techniques.  
Compaction of earth fill below water level will be completed by surcharge method.  This method uses the 
weight of the fill above water level and the weight of product stored in the first year to consolidate the fill 
material.  This method anticipates some settlement and deformation of the finished grade.  After one or 
two years, additional fill is supplied, placed and compacted to return any settled areas back to the design 
grade.  The storm water pipes and structures are adjusted and the surface pavement is replaced.  The 
quantities of fill for this re-grading are included in the quantities reported elsewhere. 
 
The proponent is aware that there may be smaller amounts of future settlement but these are tolerable 
since the proposed area is not expected to support any buildings or permanent structures affected by small 
amounts of settlement. 
 
The construction of an expanded wharf will require the movement of a large volume of fill to the site, in 
addition to what dredged material may be used.  Given the location and nature of the site, materials may 
be brought in by land or water. Self-unloading ships may bring materials, such as core stone, and flat 
top/bin barges may bring armour and filter stone.  Commonly these materials are sourced from limestone 
quarries near Owen Sound and trucked in, but quarries do exist in other areas around the Great Lakes. 
Central infill material, which makes up the majority of material required, may also be shipped by vessel 
or trucked to the site from local quarries. 
 
It is assumed the construction period will last 26 months, and will commence in the late summer of 2014 
dependent on the EA review and approval process.  The following table (Table 5-1) shows the trucks 
required to transport materials required for the twin-slip option, based on a 6 day work week.  No 
allowance is provided for shipping by vessel or the use of dredged materials on-site in order to provide an 
estimate of maximum truck traffic volume or a ‘worst-case scenario’.  Supply of some of the material can 
be assumed to be made by trucks.  The use of ship-borne fill is part of the means and methods of the 
contractor and it will not be known if this will be used until after a contract is reached with the 
constructor. 
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TABLE 5-1. 
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL AND TRUCKS REQUIRED FOR TWIN-SLIP OPTION 

Material  Amount Number of Trucks1 
Rock   48,900 tonnes 1,290
Fill  1,279,350 tonnes 33,668
Concrete  1,160 m3 145
Asphalt  12,300 tonnes 615
Total Trucks  35,718
Trucks per day  58

1Assuming truck capacity (for rock) of 38 tonnes and asphalt/concrete truck capacity of 20 tonnes. 
 

If dredging material is used for infilling, the quantity may amount to 100,000 tonnes.  This quantity is 
comparable to the amount of dredge material removed during the last maintenance dredging operation in 
2004.  If dredging material is used, it will reduce the total number of trucks by 2,600.  The source of 
dredged material would be from regular maintenance dredging of the harbour entrance immediately south 
of the project area and other areas of the harbour.  Core samples have been taken in all areas that may be 
required to dredge.  The results of these are included in the Geotechnical Data Report by Golder 
Associates (April 2013) presented in Appendix B.  Typical approval processes are in place with DFO for 
maintenance dredging.  The only difference would be the location of depositing the dredged material. The 
dredged material is proposed to be disposed of as fill within the project area, after completion of the 
perimeter containment berm.  The timing of the dredging operation would need to be concurrent with the 
infilling operation and after construction of the containment berm. 

5.1.4 Construction Schedule 
Construction of the proposed wharf is expected to begin in the late summer of 2014 dependent on the EA 
review and approval process.  Construction is scheduled to occur 6 days per week, 12 hours per day, and 
will finish in approximately 26 months.   

5.1.5 Operations and Maintenance 

Existing Operations 
Presently, the average ship traffic in the Harbour is 242 vessels per year.  The majority of the ship traffic 
occurs between April and December.  Of the 242 vessels, approximately 24 come to the Port between 
January and March. In a given year, approximately 80% of the incoming vessels dock at the Sifto berth 
(Dock 1).  The majority of those vessels are then loaded with salt.  Ships loading and unloading grain at 
Goderich Elevators account for 17% of annual ship traffic, with the remaining 3% of annual traffic 
transporting liquid calcium chloride for Da-Lee.  
 
Ships that arrive in the Port generally have a load capacity of between 22,500 and 26,000 tonnes.  The 
average amount of time spent by a vessel that is loading or unloading cargo in the Harbour is 13 hours. 
Most ships arriving for the purposes of unloading cargo are self-unloading vessels and are capable of 
unloading at a rate of up to 3-5,000 tonnes per hour.  Conveyers move materials from the holds to a 
hopper, which releases the cargo onto covered discharge booms.  Spilling of materials during unloading is 
prevented by the use of covered discharge booms, as well by the use of drop chutes which can discharge 
directly into storage structures. Material is also wetted to reduce dust. 
 
Ships docked at the harbour can have sewage removed via sewage pumping trucks; however, this practice 
occurs rarely.  Ship wastes generally remain on the vessel for later disposal.  Occasionally, ships may also 
receive fuel or oil while at the Harbour. Fuel suppliers are required to sign Site Access Agreements which 
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ensure proper procedures are in place in the event of a spill and that the supplier has sufficient liability 
insurance.  
 
Trucks travelling to and from Sifto, Goderich Elevators, and Da-Lee access the Harbour via North 
Harbour Road.  The majority of trucks on North Harbour Road are transporting salt from the mine. 
Approximately 40% of the grain trucks traveling to or from the elevator make use of North Harbour 
Road, with the remaining trucks accessing the elevator via West Street and the Elgin Avenue truck route. 
Approximately 37,000 trucks travel to the Harbour via North Harbour Road per year.  The majority of the 
truck traffic occurs during the winter months – December to March, which coincides with the demands 
for salt from the mine.  Salt trucks arrive empty and are loaded at the mine.  The average load per salt 
truck is 40 tonnes.  The salt trucks are tandem drive tractors hauling 4 axle semi-trailers.  The majority of 
grain truck traffic occurs between July and October. Grain trucks are predominately B-trains (double 
trailers) and carry loads up to 45 tonnes.  Approximately 80% of the elevator traffic arrives loaded and 
leaves empty.  Liquid calcium chloride is transported from the Da-Lee storage tanks by truck between 
April and September.  Approximately 1,400 trucks transport calcium chloride per year, with the busiest 
months being May and June, with an average of 50 trucks per month.  
 
Railcars are also used to transport grain and salt from the Harbour. Annually, an average of 3155 rail cars 
are loaded and shipped from the Harbour, for an average of 17.5 trains per month.  Each car is capable of 
holding 90 tonnes of cargo.  The cars are loaded at either the mine or elevator and two locomotives, with 
a combined 5000 horsepower, are used to haul the cars.  The loaded cars are transported to Toronto, 
where the Goderich-Exeter Railway interchanges with Canadian National rail lines.   

Future Operations with an Expanded Wharf 
The twin-slip option provides a slip that is 65 m wide at the eastern portion of the expanded wharf.  This 
provides ships with an additional 30 m of sea room (space available for ship movements) as compared 
with the single-slip option, improving the ability of ships to manoeuver around the docks and expanded 
wharf in a safe manner.  Additionally, the configuration of the twin-slip option allows tugs to assist ships 
to and from the docks, safely (Georgian Great Lakes International Marine Training and Research Centre 
2012).  The Marine Simulation Analysis Report – Goderich Harbour is presented in Appendix M. 
 
The expanded wharf will predominately be used to store salt and other bulk cargoes, but will also be able 
to handle other cargoes such as large machine parts.  There will be no fixed structures (such as domes, 
silos or bins) or installed conveying systems located on the expanded wharf.  The absence of fixed 
structures and conveying systems allows for maximum flexibility in utilization of the additional storage 
space.  
 
In accordance with an agreement between Sifto Canada Corporation and the Town of Goderich, Sifto will 
be the major user of the expanded wharf, with exclusive use of the storage space between November and 
April and use of 30% of the expanded wharf during the remainder of the year.  Given this agreement, salt 
hoisted from the mine will be conveyed via Dome #5, where it can be stored or allowed to bypass to a 
new transfer tower, located on existing land at the west end of the mine site.  In this tower, the direction 
of flow can be controlled to go directly to the boat loading system or, be transferred via a fixed conveyor. 
The fixed conveyor will discharge the salt to a system of cascading temporary conveyers for storage on 
the expanded wharf (Figure 5-3).  The cascading conveyers, which typically include dust covers, will 
feed a stacking conveyer, which will be used to build the stockpiles on the expanded wharf.  The stacking 
conveyers may also be equipped with dust control spouts.  
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FIGURE 5-3.  3D RENDERING OF THE OPERATIONS AT THE PROPOSED WHARF SITE. 
 
The fixed conveyer is proposed to be an approximately 42” conveyer system.  The capacity of the fixed 
conveyer system will be determined during detail design.  The enclosed conveyer will have a wooden 
floored gallery, clad in fiberglass reinforced plastic siding.  This type of conveyer system is similar to 
existing conveyers currently used at the mine site.  Temporary conveyers will also have covers.  Typically 
these types of conveyers are powered electrically by diesel or by a diesel generator.  
 
Stockpiles formed on the expanded wharf will be tarped in stages to cover piles and prevent runoff, 
windblown dust and product loss.  The stockpile configuration will be determined by several factors 
including site characteristics, equipment and unloading methods.  Product will be wetted to prevent 
product loss and windblown dust.  
 
To move material from the stockpiles, the conveyers will be turned around and fed with a front-end 
loader.  
 
Other bulk material may be brought to and from the expanded wharf by truck, vessel or rail.  Material will 
be stockpiled ahead of being loaded onto a ship.  Material may also be stockpiled following unloading 
from a ship until it can be dispatched by road or rail.  Bulk material transported to the expanded wharf by 
ship will be brought in primarily by self-unloading vessels.  The material will be unloaded via onboard 
conveyer systems as outlined in Section 5.1.5, into stockpiles on the expanded wharf.  Temporary and 
stacking conveyers, as described previously, will be used to move material on the expanded wharf and 
load vessels if required. 
 
The wharf expansion will allow for a potential increase of up to 144 ships per year in the Port.  It is 
expected that up to 25 ships per year will be used to transport salt from the mine with the remainder 
transporting other materials to and from the storage area on the expanded wharf.  The increase in the ship 
traffic will be spread throughout the shipping season (April to December).  There is also a potential for 
increased rail traffic associated with the wharf expansion.  
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Bulk material, such as aggregates, received at the expanded wharf will be transported inland primarily by 
truck.  It is estimated there is a potential for up to 3 million tonnes of bulk material to be received at the 
Harbour.  It is likely that any bulk material would be handled by trucks similar to those used to transport 
salt.  The shipments would likely occur between May and October, resulting in an additional 12,500 
trucks per month.  It is anticipated that bulk material will be loaded into trucks using either a portable 
covered conveyer or front-end loader.  
 
Should the wharf expansion not occur, salt will have to be trucked to inland storage sites.  The 600,000 
tonnes of salt would be transported primarily in February and March, coinciding with the freezing of Lake 
Huron and the inability to bring ships into the Port, resulting in an additional 15,000 trucks leaving the 
Harbour during those two months.   

5.1.6 Stormwater Management 
The low permeability of the asphalt surface of the expanded wharf will prevent downward seepage of any 
brine.  The “Salt Institute Voluntary Storage Guidelines for Distribution Stockpiles” require that 
stockpiles are covered at all times, except when salt is added or loaded out for a ship (Salt Institute of 
North America 2010).  Additionally, a collection and containment system will be designed to collect and 
hold storm water runoff from any storage piles for use on the mine site or discharged in an approved 
manner.  Water running off the covered piles will be collected and discharged separately.  
 
The stormwater collection system will be divided into two separate systems.  The exterior collection 
system will be a series of catch basins and polymer storm sewers around the perimeter of the area, 
intended to catch rainwater off of the tarps.  This water should have low salinity and will be discharged 
directly to the lake, river, or harbour basin.   
 
The interior collection system will be a line of catch basins and polymer storm sewer running down the 
center of the area.  The asphalt paved surface will be graded towards the center line of catch basins.  This 
collection system will be designed to catch storm water not diverted by the tarps, and assumed to be 
saline, if salt is in storage.  This water flows through the sewer eastwards to an in-ground collection 
cistern.  If it is saline it will be reused in mine processes or discharged at the approved dilution rate.  In 
some cases, when other materials are stored on the site, the storage cistern will allow for treatment or 
analysis before discharge.  The interior collection system will also allow GPMC to intercept and treat any 
deleterious substances in the event of an upset or spill on the apron. 

5.1.7 Decommissioning 
Life Cycle 
The design life of the expanded wharf features is 100 years.  That is, with routine maintenance and some 
capital repairs, the structures and features that make the wharf serviceable should last for 100 years or 
more.  It is assumed that after 100 years, the needs of the port are likely to be different than today and 
decisions will then be made to alter or maintain it.  The design features of the expanded wharf should be 
expected to survive a 100 year return storm event, although some repairs may be expected such as 
replacement of dislodged armour stones (HCCL 2012).  The Wave Climate Assessment report is 
presented in Appendix E. 
 
Maintenance and capital repairs can be expected during the 100 year life.  The following table (Table 5-
2) lists some work that should be anticipated in a general time period.  It does not include repairs due to 
specific individual events such as ship impacts or storm damage.  The list also does not include on-going 
maintenance such as cleaning storm drains or replacing damaged fenders and fences. 
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5.2 North Harbour Road 
A traffic assessment of North Harbour Road was carried out to evaluate current and future levels of traffic 
resulting from an expansion of the wharf, as well as impacts relating to the operation and safety of the 
intersection with Highway 21 (Paradigm Transportation Solutions Ltd 2012).  The findings of the study 
are summarized in Section 4.2.3. 
 
Based on the results of the traffic assessment, it was determined that: 
 

• Additional advance warning infrastructure should be implemented in either the form of signage or 
warning beacons as per MTO Book 12, to improve the safety of the intersection. 

• The existing raised concrete/asphalt island should be removed and replaced with paint and/or 
rumble strips to allow for larger vehicles to more easily perform turning movements to/from 
North Harbour Road. 

 
With respect to the first recommendation of the traffic assessment, MTO recommends that the 
intersection of North Harbour Road and Highway 21 be monitored as the wharf expansion transpires and 
should a need arise for additional warning devices, they be implemented at that time.  With respect to the 
second recommendation of the traffic assessment, MTO does not support the removal and replacement of 
the existing raised concrete/asphalt island with a painted and/or rumble strip island to allow for larger 
vehicles as the geometry of the intersection would not provide room for adequate relocation of the 
existing Yield and Do Not Enter regulatory signs.  GPMC will revisit the issue with the MTO when the 
need arises should wind turbines be shipped through the Port.  Based on the results of the traffic 
assessment and through discussions with MTO, it was determined that improvements to North Harbour 
Road were not warranted to accommodate the Goderich Harbour Wharf Expansion. 

5.3 Ancillary Facilities 
The expanded wharf will be used for bulk storage of commodities, including but not limited to salt and 
aggregates.  As such, there are no structures planned for the expanded wharf. Machinery used at the site 
that is owned by Sifto will be stored on the wharf or in existing facilities located at the Sifto mine.  Other 
users of the wharf will be expected to arrange for off-site storage of machinery whenever possible.  It is 
anticipated equipment that is rented, such as temporary, stacking conveyers, will not be stored long-term 
on the expanded wharf. 

TABLE 5-2. 
MAINTENANCE AND CAPITAL REPAIRS 

Years 
  10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Re-Pave Surface   •   •   •   •   

Replace Lights and Poles   •   •   •   •   

Maintenance Dredging • •  • •  • • •  •  • 

Repair Storm Sewers       •       •   

Repair Concrete     •     •     • 

Restore Armour Stone     •     •     • 


